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When Hollywood-based Ficto, a new mobile-first 
short-form premium-video streaming platform, 
launches this summer, expect the latest overhaul 
in the ever-evolving history of TV – the pioneer-
ing adoption of blockchain technology.  
Fiction Riot, owner of the subscription-funded 
Ficto, is collaborating with high-profile experi-
enced and digitally savvy creators and actors, like 
film star Jackie Chan, to produce quality serial-
ized entertainment targeted 
at millions of digital natives. 
The ambitious company 
is forging two tech-centric 
approaches to develop Ficto. 
First, it is delivering what 
it calls fast fiction, which 
comprises short-form stories 
told through native mobile 
functions like vertical video, 
360° viewing, Augmented 
Reality, chat, instant messag-
ing, livestream, and more. 
The second is the incorpo-
ration of blockchain, which 
is already known for being the foundation of 
the cryptocurrency (electronic currency) called 
Bitcoin. It is expected to do for financial account-
ing and royalties collection what the smartphone 
has done to put the power of legacy room-sized 
computers inside our pockets.  
In a TechMutiny interview, Fiction Riot’s CEO/
Co-Founder Mike Esola (pictured, above) says 
blockchain and its smart contracts (as opposed to 
paper contracts) promise to untie the knots con-

stantly tangling up the royalties due to artists.  
“Recording transactions over blockchain’s secure 
and encrypted platform addresses some of the 
broader entertainment-industry challenges related 
to content production and compensation,” Esola 
says.  
“Right now, most traditional streaming-media 
services pay one upfront fee for the right to air an 
existing or original film property, cutting artists 

out of royalties on content that is highly viewed. 
We change this through the use of smart con-
tracts, as those contracts enable us to pay royal-
ties in US dollars and in near-real time directly 
to the artists, based on how often the content is 
viewed, guaranteeing secure and just payment.” 
Blockchain also ensures investments in creative 
works, no matter how minute the amount, are 
treated with the same significance as funding 
with millions.

BLENDING IN BLOCKCHAIN TO 
BOOST BUSINESS IN TELEVISION/
VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT
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Esola adds: “Because the formula used is agreed 
upon upfront, everyone involved in the produc-
tion is paid in a fair, consistent and timely man-
ner, removing complications to make payments 
more transparent and trusted in Hollywood.” 
 
Encrypted bookkeeping 
So, what is this tech that promises to rein in the 
way a screen-entertainment empire like Hol-
lywood has done business from the cinema’s 
advent to today’s streaming giants like Netflix via 
the still ubiquitous broadcast, cable and satellite 
TV networks? 
Blockchain is an encoded digital ledger contain-
ing records of all the financial transactions related 
to a business deal. 
Traditionally, those records are centralized – on a 
signed paper contract or on a single computer file 
with the proceeds kept at a specific bank account.  
This means there is no true transparency as any-
one expecting payments relies on third parties 
and middlemen (accountants, lawyers, banks) to

ensure everyone is fairly paid on time 
and that no one is cheated. Blockchain 
decentralizes that traditional system 
via a secure and tamper-proof digital 
book of financial accounts and smart 
contracts integrated into a peer-to-peer 
network of computers. 
That decentralization democratizes 
access to information about a business 
deal, from investment to profit distribu-
tion, for everyone in the chain.  
This is possible because no one per-
son involved in the arrangement can 
change anything without the permis-
sion of everyone else in that chain.  
The system is considered ideal for 
preventing fraud and ensuring robust 
governance and compliance with busi-

ness agreements.  
“It is new technology that creates more oppor-
tunities for transparency and efficiency, making 
it easier for people to transfer money between 
each other around the world, whether you are a 
mega star like Taylor Swift or an unknown DJ,” 
says entertainment-tech entrepreneur and former 
Facebook executive Anthony McGuire (pictured, 
above left).  
“You can see from the moment of sale what hap-
pens to the money till it reaches the artist,” adds 
London-based McGuire, who is also author of 
the book Music On The Chain: A Story of Block-
chain, The New Frontier of Creativity.

Unblocking creative chains 
Although blockchain applications are still embry-
onic at the mass-market level, they are being wel-
comed by the media-and-entertainment sectors 
that rely on digital content, distribution, market-
ing and services for revenues. The following are 
some current examples.
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Within the music industry, you might have come 
across Mycelia, a tech platform founded by 
British musician/producer Imogen Heap to refine 
the accuracy of the metadata that determines who 
earns what in royalties.  
A similar Amsterdam-based service called GUTS 
Tickets is being embraced for the live-enter-
tainment industry’s ticketing needs. The Artory 
Registry, in New York, uses blockchain to chron-
icle the source of artworks, so that collectors feel 
assured about what they are buying. 
Additionally, blockchain is forecast to become 
entrenched in video-games culture. Thanks to 
streaming platforms, the mostly Millennial and 
Gen Z followers of professional and dedicated 
amateur gamers can reward their favorite players 
online with micro-transactions.  
This is generating millions for players who have 
chosen gaming as full-time careers. Blockchain 
will ensure each player is paid fairly.

Screen storytelling links 
In the world of video entertainment, Fiction Riot 
is joined by Italy-based TaTaTu, Canada’s Kidoo-
dle.TV, US-based film-investment fund Movie-
Coin, and LiveTree in the UK.  
They leverage blockchain to create trust and 
transparency that guarantee artists and creators in 
film, TV and other audio-visual content get their 
fair remuneration.  
Some use blockchain to create bespoke Bitcoins, 
digital tokens or virtual currencies with which 
viewers can subscribe to their streaming-video 
services, invest in original productions aired on 
the platform, or pay for merchandise. 
Blockchain also enables efficient business man-
agement in video entertainment, as seen in the 
way it is being tested at Calgary-based Kidoodle.
TV, the Canadian kids’ streaming-TV service 
centered on safe and age-appropriate viewing.  

Details are not yet available, but CTO Daniel 
Riddell (pictured, below) is collaborating with 
European tech specialist DECENT to implement 
the use of blockchain to manage and safeguard 
the value of the shows’ digital rights. 
“Companies will be able to license content more 
easily, pay stakeholders more readily, distribute 
content more securely and leverage the transpar-
ency inherent to using distributed ledger technol-
ogy,” Riddell explains when asked how bad his 
job could get without blockchain.

“It’s not so much that my job would become bad, 
it’s more that our industry will become more 
efficient from both a cost-of-services and reach 
perspective.” 
Since the recently amended EU copyright direc-
tive stipulates that streaming services, social-me-
dia networks and other digital-content platforms 
are now liable for unauthorized copyrighted con-
tent uploaded on to their platforms, blockchain’s 
relevance looks set to grow.
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“Because blockchain ledgers are immutable, any 
entity which publishes content without lawful 
license of copyright, or ownership of copyright 
can be identified. The record(s) on the ledger can 
be used as evidence to support the violation of 
copyright and damages sought appropriately,” 
Riddell adds. 

LiveTree coming to life 
Another TV-industry venture exploiting block-
chain is LiveTree, the subscription-funded vid-
eo-on-demand (SVOD) platform that invites 
customers to invest in producers whose works 
they want to support. 
This, argues the company’s business analyst 
George Raikes (pictured, above), opens up fund-
ing opportunities for small but quality indepen-
dent productions that might not appeal to the 
mass-market ethos of Netflix or Amazon Prime 
Video but still deserve to be made because there 
are viewers for them. 
Currently in Alpha launch stage before going 
commercial in June, LiveTree allows producers 
to build a community of followers whom they 
can rely on for creative and financial support.  
These followers are able to invest in prospective 

productions using LiveTree’s cryptocurrency 
Seed, which was created in 2018 to back and own 
a part of original productions or licensed content 
and possibly earn royalties. 
“Subscribers can pay by Ethereum, Bitcoin, UK 
pounds, US dollars, euros, Indian Rupees and 
Japanese Yen. The price is US$6.49 or equiv-

alent. LiveTree users can pay 
their monthly subscriptions 
with Seed tokens at a valuation 
of one Seed to one US dollar,” 
Raikes says.  
“At the core of the platform, we 
use our Seed Tokens to incen-
tivize user interactions. Seed 
creates a mini-economy within 
our platform that shapes our 
production communities and 
democratizes how users interact 
on our platform. Throughout the 
entire user journey, there will be 

many opportunities to earn and spend Seed, from 
the subscription process to buying content to 
getting royalty pay-outs.”

The pros and cons 
Aforementioned author McGuire, who is cur-
rently Managing Partner/Co-Founder at Frontier 
X, a London-based tech venture specializing in 
international entertainment product growth and 
marketing, has collaborated with TaTaTu, the 
blockchain-based social streaming-entertainment 
platform.  
TaTaTu, which is working with Hollywood star 
Johnny Depp among other major internation-
al entertainers, has its own digital currency to 
reward subscribers who watch and share its video 
content and advertising. 
From that experience, McGuire says we should 
still be cautious as there is still a huge amount 
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of work to standardize a new tech system like 
blockchain and its applications. 
“Its biggest challenges include scalability; it is 
slow and uses up a lot of data. But adoption by 
mainstream players, including banks, will help 
consumers understand digital currency early.” 
Going forward, DECENT CEO/Founder Matej 
Michalko (pictured, below) predicts short-term 
hurdles but long-term benefits. 

 
“Blockchain technology, certainly, has to over-
come many obstacles on its way to reach mass 
adoption, but the potential is there,” he says.  
“The entire media and entertainment industries 
can surely benefit from its ability to quickly dis-
tribute digital data, content or funds, sometimes 
within just a few seconds, anytime, anywhere in 
the world.”

5G SPEEDS UP 
NOKIA’S RETURN 
TO CREATIVITY
Telecoms titan Nokia, which was the ruler of 
mobile-tech services to the media, entertainment 
and creative (MEC) sectors until Apple’s iPhone 
came along, is making a major comeback via 
ultra-fast 5G tech.
Back in the day, for about two decades starting 
in the early 1990s, Nokia was the go-to mo-
bile-phone brand with applications that were set 
to change how digital consumers accessed and 
paid for music, videos and other creative content.
You could get mobile games, videos and Nokia 
Music Store via the Ovi by Nokia web portal; the 
N-Gage handheld PC functioned as a phone as 
well as a games system; there were experiments 
in mobile TV and more. Then, Apple’s iPhone, 
iTunes and App Store came along with fierce 
competition from Google – and Nokia’s share of 
the smartphone market plunged.
But based on recent news coverage, Nokia might 
be one of those companies that does a tempo-
rary down but never a permanent out. Its heavy 
investments in high-speed 5G Internet tech is 
bringing it back into the fold of international 
MEC businesses.

The Teflon telco
“Nokia’s reign in the early 2000s was unique 
in its content offerings. However, the average 
consumer was still getting used to using phones 
for anything other than calling someone, so 
skepticism was rife,” observes Muki Kulhan, a 
London-based creative-tech analyst and immer-
sive-media specialist at Muki-International.
“With Nokia’s more recent shift into testing and 

“MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT 
CAN SURELY BENEFIT FROM 

BLOCKCHAIN’S  
ABILITY TO QUICKLY  

DISTRIBUTE DIGITAL DATA,  
CONTENT AND FUNDS” 

 
DECENT CEO/Founder Matej Michalko 
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endorsing 5G at these earlier stages, it has noth-
ing to lose, and hopefully more fans to win,” Kul-
han (pictured, below) adds.
 

As we noted in TechMutiny Issue No.15, 5G is 
the next generation of wireless signals that deliv-
ers content at mega-speed broadband rates, and 
connects users in seconds, not minutes. 
It also lacks latency, which means smartphone us-
ers can listen to and watch transmitted live events 
in real time, as opposed to the delayed feeds that 
we are actually experiencing on today’s 4G.  
There are no on-screen shakes or buffering.
As experts point out, it can take 10 seconds to 
download a movie in 5G compared to about 4 
minutes via 4G.

5G in Africa,  China, Europe, US
Although 5G is not expected to be commercially 
available until beyond 2020, this is the year that 
several major telecoms operators, including the 
US’ Verizon Communications and AT&T Inc., 
China Mobile, plus South Africa’s Vodacom and 
rain, are in the throes of upgrading their networks 
to 5G in preparation for this development.
French broadcaster France Télévisions, US media 
conglomerate Discovery Communications, and 
Chinese tech-and-entertainment goliath Tencent 
Holdings are among the MEC ventures that have 
set up labs and other initiatives to explore 5G’s 
potential for their media-and-entertainment plans. 
 “5G is happening now and rollouts will be stag-
gered over the course of 2019 among telecoms 
operators, and industrial companies and enter-
prises,” Boston-based Jason Elliott, Head of 5G 
Market Development at Nokia, tells TechMutiny. 
“We have more than 40 commercial 5G contracts 
and near to 100 5G engagements worldwide.”
Nokia blasted into the 5G-equipment race against 
market leaders, the currently beleaguered Chi-
na-based Huawei Technologies, and Swedish 
multinational Ericsson, after acquiring Alca-
tel-Lucent for nearly US$17bn in 2016. 
It is on a mission to show that, thanks to its pio-
neering experience in handling the digital distri-
bution of media content, it is also best placed to 
work in those industries with its 5G services.

Next-gen immersive media
“This is a sector where 5G capabilities will meet 
consumer expectations of advanced technology 
head-on,” Elliott says. 
“It’s not hyperbole to say that 5G technology 
enables a new generation of immersive-media 
experiences that will reshape the media indus-
try and change the way we create, consume and 
share content.”
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With this expertise, Nokia is tackling head on 
a future where the digital distribution of music, 
movies, TV shows in 4K Ultra-High Definition, 
live events, gaming, esports (competitive vid-
eo-gaming) and immersive content like Virtual 
Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) are 
effortless experiences for consumers.
Creative works in these formats come in huge 
digital files that require costly massive band-
widths, which is why content data can be expen-
sive both for consumers subscribing to 4G mobile 
networks and for businesses offering VR and AR 
content or esports entertainment.
Companies like Nokia argue that 5G’s low laten-
cy and mega speed means that, combined with 
cloud computing, large-scalable video content 
and other digital activities, including live shows 
in VR and AR, can be transmitted to screens of 
all sizes, from the cinema to smartphones. 
Even TV entertainment in 8K Full Ultra High 
Definition (almost as good as what the human 

eye can see) and coverage of sports and esports 
championships will be more easily shareable on 
today’s social media and messaging platforms. 
“Gaming is going to be a key area for innova-
tion – we now see this industry going through a 
fundamental shift from physical console and me-
dia to online streaming of the gaming content,” 
Elliott (pictured, above) notes. 
“In addition to gaming, the broadcast industry 
will change. Currently, it is very resource-in-
tensive in terms of physical and human capital. 
5G will provide the connectivity and computer 
platforms to enable more of a ‘gig’ or sharing 
economy model.”

5G in practice
Last November, Nokia joined forces with AT&T 
(owner of media-and-entertainment juggernaut 
WarnerMedia) and VR production outfit Jaunt 
to demonstrate how fans can create 3D versions 
of themselves in a virtual dance zone to show 
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their support during a professional football game 
between the Dallas Cowboys and the Atlanta 
Falcons. Not only could they do this in real time, 
but they could also share their dancing holograms 
with friends on social media.
To promote Sony Pictures’ Spider-Man: Far 
from Home (pictured) earlier this year, Nokia 
partnered with Sony’s VR division and computer 
chip-making multinational Intel to enable fans 
to see what it feels like to be the iconic Marvel 
superhero swinging and somersaulting his way 
across city 
skyscrapers. 
Wearing 
the Face-
book-owned 
Oculus Rift 
headsets and 
located in-
side a phys-
ical room, 
users can 
enter Spi-
der-Man’s 
virtual 
universe and 
reenact the 
superhero’s 
moves.
But while 
most of to-
day’s 4G-en-
abled VR 
experiences 
are solitary (i.e. just you and the virtual world 
you are in), 5G-powered versions enable you to 
communicate with another Oculus Rift wearer so 
that the two of you can simultaneously see who 
somersaults the fastest and highest – making it 
ideal for multiplayer video gamers.

Nokia embraces creativity
Elliott points out that Nokia’s past experience, 
plus assets such as the Oscar, Emmy and Gram-
my awards-winning New Jersey-based Nokia 
Bell Labs (where artists take part in innovative 
tech projects) plus its OZO VR headsets, make 
Nokia well-placed to serve today’s MEC sectors.
Muki International’s Kulhan says that whatever 
hiccups the technology might initially encounter, 
Nokia’s move into 5G is a sign of the future.
“5G will totally change the way VR (as well as 

AR and 
Mixed 
Reality) is 
consumed 
and adopted 
into a more 
mainstream 
audience, 
mainly 
because of 
the superfast 
speeds it 
will bring, 
minus the 
graphics 
card and 
awkward 
computer 
connec-
tions,” she 
says about 
the future 
of immer-

sive media. “Boosted by 5G, VR will be faster 
within these new clouds, giving doubters of VR 
less room to moan and creators of VR even more 
scope to experiment, thus resulting in current 
fans and new adopters of VR having even more 
exciting content options to experience.” 
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Is Levi Strauss & Co, the 166-year-old iconic 
jeanswear maker, telling us something about 
fashion design’s future by hiring Katia Walsh, 
who recently took up her position as the firm’s 
first Artificial Intelligence Officer?
It is a quirky title for a global legacy fashion 
powerhouse like Levi’s. But it comes shortly 
after Intelistyle, a London-based styling-tech 
start-up, raised €534,000 (US$599,000) to de-
velop its machine-learning system, which helps 
fashion retailers personalize what customers are 
looking for. 
Meanwhile, Glitch-ai.com, a 
start-up founded by Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology-educated 
computer scientists, sells dresses 
and accessories designed by Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI).
So are AI and machine-learning 
techniques, which are already be-
ing deployed to improve customer 
service at clothes stores, encroach-
ing on the role of fashion design?
Especially at a time when some-
one is operating The Diigitals, 
the world’s first all-digital model 
agency (pictured, right).
All Levi’s is currently saying 
about the appointment of Walsh, 
formerly First Chief Data and Ana-
lytics Officer at European telecoms 
conglomerate Vodafone, is the following state-
ment by President/CEO Chip Bergh: “Katia’s 
expertise in data and analytics, including big-data 
platforms, analytics services, machine-learning 

products, and digital solutions will be essential to 
setting (Levi’s) on a course of continued industry 
leadership.”

Tech designing?
That growth includes the company’s investment 
in designing and creating wearable tech. The 
most famous example to date is the much storied 
Levi’s Commuter X Jacquard, a smart jacket con-
ceived and created with Google in 2016 for urban 
cyclists and still on sale online for US$350.

While weaving in and out of traffic, Jacquard 
wearers are able to access music, messages, maps 
and phone calls via Bluetooth signals on their 
smartphones by tapping the jacket’s cuff.

AI + FASHION: A REALISTIC LOOK AT 
MACHINE-MADE MODELING
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There is also the chatbot Indigo, a virtual stylist 
on the Levi’s website that helps online customers 
find the outfit they want or need.
The question is what next for a brand that is 
universally recognized and has endured since its 
start during the California Gold Rush in 19th cen-
tury San Francisco, when it was worn by miners.
Over time, it has been the must-wear for workers 
toiling on land, then 1950s movie stars, followed 
by 1960s rock stars until today, when it is so 
universally worn, that it is not even out of place 
at corporate meetings.

After the company launched on the New York 
Stock Exchange in March 2019, it would seem 
that its appointment of Walsh (pictured, above) 
signals the need to use tech to stand out in a 
future when equally aggressive competitors like 
Wrangler, Diesel, Calvin Klein and Gap jeans are 
also household brands.
The application of AI and machine-learning for 

any activity requires masses of data. And the sev-
eral decades old Levi’s has an abundant quantity 
to work with.

AI creativity has l imitations
The question is whether that asset will come in 
useful when designing (as opposed to selling) 
jeans for future 21st-century customers.
“We as humans have to embrace AI to make the 
world a better place and I believe AI has a place 
in the design space,” states Sanj Surati, Digital 
Atelier/Founder at London-based design-tech 
agency Tiger Heart. 
“From my knowledge, AI does not have a strong 
role within the fashion-design area. However, I 
am sure there must be some designers who are 
experimenting with it in the pattern space.”
Switzerland-based Gerd Leonhard, the inter-
national futurist, humanist and author of books 
about humans’ relationship with machines, says 
AI’s role in creativity, including fashion design, 
is worth exploring even at this early stage.
“It’ll play a role in any industry that depends 
on large data; for example, finding patterns in a 
fabric at a speed that humans cannot calculate,” 
he notes. “But people should not confuse AI 
(Artificial Intelligence) with IA (Intelligent As-
sistance),” he adds, referring to machines being 
used to make human tasks easier, which is what 
we are most familiar with.

Machine power’s paradox
Also, Leonhard says, the concept of ma-
chine-learning tech being creative raises the 
specter of Moravec’s Paradox, which proposes 
that anything that is simple for a machine to do is 
difficult for humans, and vice versa. 
You can teach machines to solve challenges that 
humans find arduous or insurmountable, but not 
tasks humans find instinctive.
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For example, as Leonhard (pic-
tured, right) illustrates, machine 
learning was used to create a job 
application recently based on the 
company’s previous appointments. 
But because the company had only 
hired men before, the machine 
could not take into account how 
times had changed and the fact   
that women could also apply.
Context, such as the meaning 
in-between sentences when two 
people are having a conversation, 
is something machines cannot 
learn – yet.
“You can use AI for pattern recognition, but it’ll 
not be done the human way,” Leonhard states.
Additionally, the data put into machines by 
fallible humans to develop AI can be flawed, he 
says. “We have very unclean data, which is not 
designed for creativity, only for sales.” 

Robotic shopping
This goes some way to explaining why AI’s 
application in fashion retail to date, to ensure cus-
tomers get a personalized service, has been easier 
to demonstrate than in fashion design.
Last year, Chinese tech multinational Alibaba 
Group launched its FashionAI concept store 
where RFID (radio-frequency identification) tech, 
smartphone apps, facial-recognition tech, Blue-
tooth signals, gyro sensors and a so-called smart 
mirror are used to enhance customer service.
Sportswear giant Nike, Inc. introduced a simi-
lar initiative last year called Nike Live. Nike is 
continuing to adopt fashion-tech this year with 
the introduction of Nike Fit, which aims to give 
customers the best shoes for their feet based on 
the Invertex computer-vision start-up it bought in 
2018. The traditional practice of numerical sizing 

is increasingly proving to be unreliable.
Japanese casual-wear retail giant Uniqlo has 
invented the UMood kiosk, where customers can 
sit and wear an AI-powered headset that uses 
neurotransmitters to measure their reaction and 
mood when they are shown an apparel’s color, 
size or style. A recommendation is then made 
based on their responses. 
The UMood, still in experimental mode, was 
created with innovation lab Dentsu ScienceJam, 
part of the Japan-headquartered international ad 
agency Dentsu Aegis Network, and NeuroSky, 
manufacturer of brainwave tech.
Other attempts have been major failures, such 
as the Zozosuit from Japanese retailer ZOZO-
TOWN. It is like a bodysuit that users wear so 
that the related app can measure their exact body 
size before they shop for clothes online. How-
ever, people were not buying it and it has been 
discontinued.

Digital-powered creativity
To take the fashion-tech vision a step further, 
have a look at the Balmain Digital Army, a group 
of stunning supermodels made entirely from 
computer-generated imagery (CGI) that Olivier 
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Rousteing, the French creative director at the 
international fashion house Balmain, has used in 
the brand’s marketing campaigns.
The virtual models are the creations of fashion 
photographer Cameron-James Wilson, founder 
of The Diigitals, the world’s first-ever all-digital 
modeling agency and creator of the “First Digital 
Supermodel” Shudu.
But does any of this direct us to a future where 
Rousteing might be competing with a robot de-
signer for the next high-powered creative director 
job at a global fashion house?
Other creative industries are certainly exploring 
whether AI-powered machines could replace 
human beings.
For example, tech start-ups like Amper Music, 
Jukedeck and LifeScore have invented machines 
that compose original music for use by content 
producers. 
OpenAI Five (the AI-powered robots developed 
by the machine-learning project co-founded by 
Elon Musk to play video games) has been defeat-
ing its human counterparts when playing Dota 
2, a popular multiplayer online game by Valve 
Corporation.
A Paris-based collective of artists and AI experts 
known as Obvious successfully sold the portrait 
Edmond de Belamy, an AI-created work of art, at 
multinational auction house Christie’s. 
InteliStyle, which is making the styling of on-
line fashion customers its focus, is the closest 
we have got to AI-engineered fashion design. Its 
founders participated in the 2019 London Fash-
ion Week to demonstrate how its app can reliably 
use data and algorithms to do the job of profes-
sional stylists.

An intell igent future
Leonhard observes AI could have a significant 
role in creativity, but that will not emerge any-

time soon. Spotify’s music-discovery service is 
constantly improving, he says.  
But for a long while, its recommendation engine 
was suggesting songs many subscribers could not 
identify with.
“Now Spotify has a good playlist system, but 
it took a long time to get that right. In the same 
way, the fashion industry doesn’t need to fear AI. 
But, eventually, it could be helpful.”

Tiger Heart’s Sanj Surati (pictured, above) 
agrees. “There is always this assumption that AI 
will take over from human behavior which, I feel, 
is stifling the ability of AI to be integrated into 
how humans work moving forward,” he says. 
“The most important aspect of ensuring any 
technology’s success within human habits is to 
first focus on the application of the technology as 
opposed to trying to shoehorn new tech into the 
consumer’s life.”
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Apple Inc. continues to bite the biggest chunk 
out of the US$6.67 trillion TechMutineer uni-
verse, our ranking of the most valuable Stock 
Exchange-listed tech companies impacting the 
international media, entertainment and creative 
(MEC) sectors.
The 2019 list, as illustrated in the chart on page 
16, comes shortly after the most recent quarterly 
results in the companies’ current financial year 
and in the aftermath of a turbulent 2018 for the 
tech titans. 

Woe was tech 
Remember last year? **Google was fined (again) 
€4.3bn (US$4.8bn) by the European Commission 
for abusing its dominant position with Android, 
its smartphone operating system. It is the biggest 
EU fine imposed on a company. **Music and 
other rights owners accused Google subsidiary 
YouTube of not doing enough to protect their 
intellectual properties online. **Facebook Inc. 
was dogged by numerous scandals, including 
breaching the privacy of millions whose data was 
illegally shared by a third party; and an outage 
took down Facebook for hours, annoying adver-
tisers paying billions for its reliability. **Google 
employees protested against the company’s move 
to work on questionable uses of Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) with the Chinese government and US 
military. **Workers went on strike to complain 
about working conditions at Amazon Inc. 
 
Rise of the TechMutineers
And yet, the fortunes of our TechMutineers con-
tinue to grow in 2019. This year, we extended the 
list from the standard Top 10 companies to 19, 

from Apple to newcomer video-conferencing spe-
cialist Zoom Video Communications Inc.
The combined valuation of our 19 participants 
came to US$6.67 trillion by the end of 22 April 
2019 in North America. In fact, when we com-
pared the Top 10 alone to those in our last rank-
ing, which was at the end of 2017, their com-
bined valuation had jumped 19% to US$5.95 
trillion now from US$5 trillion then.
With an enterprise value of US$992.72bn, Apple 
represented 16% of our list of 19 tech behemoths. 
In the second quarter of its fiscal year, which 
ended 30 April 2019, the iPhone maker reported 
US$58bn in revenues, a 5% decline from the 
same quarter in 2018.
The drop was attributed to a 17% decrease in iP-
hone sales, which account for the vast majority of 
the revenues. Earnings from its other businesses 
(including streaming platform Apple Music and 
wearable tech like Apple Watch), however, grew. 
The company remains committed to the MEC in-
dustries as it acquired Platoon, a creative-services 
start-up that specializes in discovering up-and-
coming music talent, late last year.

Amazonian heat
Apple is followed by Amazon at No.2 with a 
US$922.51bn valuation. During the first quarter 
ending 31 March 2019, the e-commerce goliath 
recorded US$59.7bn in revenues, a 16.9% growth 
from 2018’s first quarter. 
Most of the revenue came from Amazon Web 
Services, said to be the world’s biggest 
cloud-computing company. It also announced that 
its Fire TV set-top box and digital player have 30 
million-plus active users. 

TECHMUTINEERS HIT $6.7 TRILLION VALUATION 
DESPITE STORMY 2018; APPLE LEADS THE PACK
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Valuation of publicly listed tech companies with interests in the MEC sectors. 
Sources: New York Stock Exchange; NASDAQ; Hong Kong Stock Exchange; Yahoo 
Finance; business media

THE TECH MUTINEERS: 
THE MOST VALUABLE TECH TITANS  

INFLUENCING THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES

Netflix	Inc,	172.81	 Verizon	Comms	
Inc,	353.95	

AT&T	Inc,	417.02	

Tencent	
Holdings,	
471.7	

Facebook	Inc,	
477.21	

Alibaba	Group	
Holding,	481.56	

Alphabet	Inc,	
754.38	

Microsoft	Corp,	
907.32	

Amazon	Inc,	
922.51	

Apple	Inc,	992.72	

Top	10	TechMutineers	in	2019	-	US$bn	
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Meanwhile, the online-retail colossus remains 
a core influence on the MEC sectors with its 
streaming services (Amazon Video; Amazon 
Music; the esports-centric Twitch). 
Its AI-powered voice-activated smart speakers 
that respond to the word “Alexa” are increasingly 
becoming a consumer-favorite brand. And despite 
being essentially online stores, its websites attract 
enough eyeballs for Amazon to also generate 
significant digital-ad revenue from them. 
At No.3 (US$907.32bn) is Microsoft Corpora-
tion, inventor of the universally used Windows 
consumer software. Its brand might have become 
lackluster with the emergence of the social-media 
giants, but it remains a tough player.

Alphabet’s Google spell
Alphabet Inc., Google’s parent company, is 
TechMutineer No. 4 with a US$754.38bn valu-
ation. Its first-quarter results in the three months 
ending 29 April 2019 were US$36.3bn, from 
US$31.1bn 12 months before. 
Google remains Alphabet’s flagship consumer 
brand with interests that include advertising tech. 
Google and rival Facebook command nearly 60% 
of the world’s digital-ad revenues. 
Google subsidiary YouTube, the pioneering 
video-sharing platform, is arguably the most 
used marketing media for music, video and 
gaming-entertainment creators. And its Android 
software is the world’s best-selling smartphone 
operating system.

Facebook confounds critics
Facebook (No. 6), with its estimated 2 bil-
lion-plus monthly active users worldwide, is the 
only FAANG (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix 
and Google) that recorded a drop in TechMuti-
neer valuation, to US$477.21bn this year from 
US$481.85bn in 2017. 

This is despite the fact that it also owns the 
incredibly popular Instagram and WhatsApp 
messaging apps.  
A scandal-plagued 2018, however, did not 
stop it generating revenues that grew 26% to 
US$15.077bn from US$11.97bn. CEO Mark 
Zuckerberg recently announced plans to make 
privacy its priority.
Other TechMutineers to keep a close watch on 
include US telecoms giant AT&T Inc., now that 
it owns WarnerMedia (formerly Time Warner), 
and telecoms rival Verizon Inc., where the media 
divisions include AOL, TechCrunch, Huffington 
Post, Tumblr, Yahoo and Virtual-Reality produc-
tion company RYOT.

Something legacy, something new
In addition to Amazon Video and Hulu, Netflix 
(No.10 TechMutineer and the world’s biggest 
streaming-TV platform) is gaining some tough 
new streaming rivals from the almighty Walt Dis-
ney Company (Disney+) and Apple (Apple TV+).
At No. 14 with a US$24.58bn valuation, Spotify 
(the world’s biggest streaming-music platform) 
is seeing competitors like Apple Music, Amazon 
Music and Deezer boost their subscription num-
bers with innovative developments.
Meanwhile, here come the newcomers: the pho-
to-centric virtual bulletin board Pinterest raised 
US$1.4bn when it launched on the New York 
Stock Exchange in April 2019, and video-con-
ferencing company Zoom raised US$751m via 
NASDAQ.
The US-dominated TechMutineer chart features 
very significant players from China. And the cur-
rent US-China trade wars will hurt business. But 
Chinese TechMutineers, Tencent Holdings and 
Alibaba Group Holding, have subsidiaries (Ten-
cent Music Entertainment Group and Alibaba 
Pictures respectively) in the Top 19 as well.
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How will your technology change the indus-
try you are in? 
YOUBORA is an advanced analytics and busi-
ness-intelligence suite of apps that helps all 
departments across video services make smart, 
data-driven decisions to maximize revenue. Tech-
nical, operational and business teams gain full 
and reliable visibility, and control their platform 
performance and user behavior to build personal-
ized, engaging media experiences to drive reve-
nue. We analyze live and on-demand streaming, 
and always in real time. Offering a flawless quali-
ty of experience and greater levels of interactivity 
is now one of these companies’ key concerns. 

What is your company learning about the 
way broadcasters and video-platform opera-
tors’ business is developing? 
Immediate visibility of quality of experience, 
intelligent error alerts and one-to-one error 
tracking dramatically boost platform performance 
and optimize resources to save costs and increase 
user engagement. Artificial Intelligence and 
advanced, in-depth analysis provide technical, 
operational and business teams with full control 
to take smarter actions. The quality of customers’ 
experience is the first step towards setting your 
business apart to win and retain subscribers, at-

tract advertisers, increase efficiency and cut down 
costs. We are in the era of personalization where 
the companies using advanced data will benefit 
from in-depth understanding of how users behave 
within the platform. 
 
What is your prediction of the way the 
broadcast/online video sector will use tech-
nology in 2019? 
Live-streaming services will continue focusing 
on quality and increasing interactivity to differ-
entiate from competitors and maintain or increase 
user retention and maximize revenue. On-de-
mand services will lead the race for innovation 
with personalization across the entire user jour-
ney as the key driver for success.

Any recent developments to announce? 
We won the first-ever Product Of The Year 
Award at the 2019 NAB Show. Our Intelligent 
Alerts System for video services’ error detection 
was deemed the best product in the AI/Machine 
Learning category. 

Current Investors: VC funding 
Contact details:  
URL: https://nicepeopleatwork.com/index 
Email: info@nicepeopleatwork.com

Product/Service: YOUBORA
Developer: NPAW (Nice People At Work), Bar-
celona, Spain; New York, US
Founders/Executives:
Co-Founder Ferran Gutierrez; Co-Founder Sergi 
Vergés; Laura Delcor Poch, VP Marketing and 
Communications (pictured)
When launched: 2008
Targeted users/sector: Broadcasters; telecom-
munications companies; streaming platforms
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ADVERTISING/MARKETING

Product: Ceros, cloud-based interactive and experiential marketing agency
Need to know because the firm, which focuses on experiential marketing, has nabbed US$14m in a 
Series C round of funding led by Greenspring Associates, with contributions from CNF Investments 
LLC, Greycroft, among others. The money will be used to expand the business organically and via 
acquisitions. Ceros argues that since consumers make purchases based on feelings, marketers need 
access to digital tools that enable them to produce highly engaging creative content for marketing 
purposes. Its clients are mostly in the businesses of media, health care and financial services.
Creative function: branded-content marketing; experiential marketing
Creative target: marketers; brand owners; digital agencies
Company: Ceros, based in New York City, New York, US 
Key executive(s): CEO Simon Berg
Investors/Owners: include Greenspring Associates; CNF Investments; Greycroft; Grotech Ventures 
Distribution platform: Proprietary cloud-based interactive tech
Launched: 2012 
URL: https://www.ceros.com/

Product: Beeswax, ad-tech service provider
Need to know because the venture has collected US$15m in a Series B round of funding led by 
RRE Ventures and Foundry Group in a bid to be a major player in the still emerging connected-TV 
advertising business. Beeswax already uses programmatic-ad tech to buy and place ads around video 
content on websites and other digital-media services. And the colossal traditional commercial linear-
TV ads (Zenith predicts they will account for about 32% of the global US$623bn ad spend this year) 
is dominated by ad agencies. Ads on connected or smart TVs are growing. But there are not many 
advertisers that trust their effectiveness, nor are there enough TV networks committed to the format. 
Beeswax hopes to help change that by targeting marketers that have selected to bypass ad agencies.
Creative function: connected-TV advertising
Creative target: advertisers; marketers 
Company: Beeswax Corporation, based in New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): Beeswax CEO/Co-Founder Ari Paparo; CTO/Co-Founder Ram Rengaswarmy; 
Shamin Samadi CPO (Chief Product Officer)/Co-Founder  
Investors/Owners: RRE Ventures; Foundry Group; Amasia; You & Mr Jones
Distribution platform: Software as a Service (SaaS) programmatic cloud
Launched: 2014
URL: https://www.beeswax.com/
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Product: Leiki, content-classification tech
Need to know because the tech firm, which uses Artificial Intelligence to analyze and classify 
news and other forms of content in more than 40 languages, has been snapped up by US-based ad-
tech group DoubleVerify for an undisclosed sum. Marketers are wary of where programmatic-ad 
tech places their campaigns in digital-media services, especially when the ad is placed next to a 
questionable article that can hurt the brand. DoubleVerify will use Leiki’s contextual-data analyses 
tech to ensure the brand is protected from being placed next to the wrong type of content.
Creative function: ad tech; programmatic advertising; brand protection; ad placement; content 
discovery
Creative target: marketers; brands; advertisers; digital-ad agencies; digital-media publishers
Company: Leiki, based in Helsinki, Finland
Key executive(s): Leiki CEO/founder Petrus Pennanen; DoubleVerify CEO Wayne Gattinella
Investors/Owners: DoubleVerify
Distribution platform: Proprietary Software as a Service (SaaS) platform for contextual advertising 
Launched: 2000
URL: https://www.leiki.com/

Product: Launchmetrics’ IRM, analytics tool measuring influencer marketing
Need to know because Launchmetrics is adding its Influencer Relationship Management (IRM) 
tech to data supplied by Pinterest, the pioneering image-discovery and sharing social network, for a 
more accurate way to measure the impact of influencer-marketing campaigns. Their clients are mostly 
fashion, beauty and luxury brands forging relationships with online influencers, including YouTubers, 
and their millions of social-media followers to endorse and demonstrate their products.  
Creative function: influencer marketing; data analytics; influencer metrics
Creative target: beauty, fashion and luxury brand owners, advertisers, marketers 
Company: Launchmetrics, based in Paris, France
Key executive(s): Launchmetrics CEO Michael Jaïs; Launchmetrics Marketing Director Alison 
Bringé; Pinterest’s Head of Content and Creator Products David Temple 
Investors/Owners: Bpifrance; Seventure Partners; Cipio Partners; Famille C (the Courtin-Clarins family)
Distribution platform: analytics dashboard
Launched: 2016
URL: https://www.launchmetrics.com/
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Product: TRIBE, platform for creating micro-influencer marketing campaigns
Need to know because the Australia-originated platform, a digital matchmaker that brings social-
media influencers and brands together, has raised about A$10.76 m  (US$7.5 m) to expand into the 
US. It already has offices in Melbourne, Sydney, Manila and London. Investors in this Series A round 
include Burch Creative Capital. Content-hungry brands upload their campaigns’ requirements and 
interested influencers can pitch for the business by posting their submissions and ideas online. If the 
brand selects a campaign, TRIBE collects a 20% fee. Alternatively, the influencer can create original 
content for brands to purchase for a fixed fee. Among the global brands working with TRIBE are 
Lego, Kellogg’s, Adidas, Disney, Bacardi, Discovery Communications and Uber. More than 50,000 
influencers are using the tech.
Creative function: influencer marketing; micro-influencer marketing 
Creative target: social-media influencers; brand owners; advertisers; marketing agencies
Company: TRIBE Group Digital, based in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia 
Key executive(s): CEO Anthony Svirskis  
Investors/Owners: Founder Jules Lund; Burch Creative Capital
Distribution platform: iOS and Android mobile app
Launched: 2015
URL: https://www.tribegroup.co/

Product: Yospace, dynamic video-ads insertion tech
Need to know because it is now a subsidiary of RTL Group, the Germany-based European 
broadcast TV giant that bought it for a reported €29m (US$32.4 m). Yospace’s unique selling point 
is its Server-Side Dynamic Ad Insertion tech. This enables advertisers to deliver more relevant 
personalized TV spots seamlessly to the streaming-TV viewer without interrupting the commercials’ 
existing order of transmission. Existing clients include UK TV operators ITV and BT Sport. RTL 
Group will use Yospace to complement SpotX, the online-videos ad server and supplier that it fully 
took over in 2017 for US$145m after buying the outstanding 35% it did not own. 
Creative function: real-time ads insertion; personalized advertising
Creative target: advertisers; marketers; marketing agencies; live and on-demand streaming 
platforms; linear-TV broadcasters with on-demand subsidiaries
Company: Yospace Technologies, based in Staines-upon-Thames, Surrey, UK 
Key executive(s): RTL Group CEO Thomas Rabe; Yospace CEO Tim Sewell 
Investors/Owners: RTL Group 
Distribution platform: proprietary tech for inserting ads into streaming-TV services in real time
Launched: 1999
URL: http://www.yospace.com/
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Product: Facebook Reality Labs’ augmented-reality (AR) eyewear
Need to know because it appears the attempts by the social-media goliath and owner of pioneering 
Virtual Reality (VR) headset Oculus Rift to enter the immersive-media hardware business have 
reached another level. The company has reportedly set up a special division to focus on the 
development of its AR glasses for consumer sales. Although the AR eyewear is not expected to be 
commercially available until 2022 at the earliest, it is being positioned to compete with Magic Leap 
and Microsoft’s HoloLens already. 
Creative function: AR wearables; AR; immersive media 
Creative target: Mixed-Reality, AR and VR content creators; AR software developers
Company: Facebook, based in Menlo Park, California, US
Key executive(s): Facebook Reality Labs’ Chief Scientist Michael Abrash
Investors/Owners: Facebook Inc.
Distribution platform: AR hardware
Launched: N/A
URL: https://research.fb.com/category/augmented-reality-virtual-reality/

Product: Nreal Light, ready-to-wear mixed-reality eyewear
Need to know because Shunwei Capital, China Growth Capital, APlus, Siasun and leading 
Chinese streaming-video platform owner iQiyi have jointly invested US$15m into Nreal Light, 
which is competing against rival headsets like Microsoft’s HoloLens and Magic Leap’s Magic Leap 
One. Nreal claims its product is much lighter to wear and lasts longer before it needs rebooting. 
It enables wearers to see and interact with computer-generated 3D images superimposed on their 
natural surroundings. It comes with a very light touch-sensitive controller, and it needs to be plugged 
into a smartphone-sized external computing pack via a USB cord. Future plans include a software-
development kit for anyone who wants to create content to be seen via the Nreal Light glasses.
Creative function: mixed reality; AR; immersive media
Creative target: immersive-content creators
Company: Nreal, based in Beijing, China
Key executive(s): Co-Founder/CEO Chi Xu
Investors/Owners: Shunwei Capital; China Growth Capital (CGC); APlus; Siasun; iQiyi
Distribution platform: Simultaneous Localization and Mapping algorithm; on-board cameras 
Launched: 2017
URL: https://www.nreal.ai/

ALTERNATE REALITY
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Product: Robot Science Museum, institution about robots built by robots
Need to know because Melike Altinisik Architects (MAA), the Turkish architecture practice 
commissioned to design the building, plans to have the museum built by robots too. Designed to show 
advances in robotics and other tech, the construction will have robots also 3D-printing the concrete 
landscape that will surround the museum. Additionally, site inspections will be undertaken by flying 
drones. The Seoul Metropolitan Government, which is responsible for the South Korean capital city, 
appointed MAA to create a project that will educate the public about the roles robots could play in 
people’s real lives. Construction of the curved-shape steel building, which will also include three 
exhibition areas, a shop and a seminar room, is scheduled to begin in 2020 and be completed in 2022. 
Creative function: architecture; design; robotics
Creative target: museum operators; venue operators
Company: Melike Altinisik Architects (MAA), based in Istanbul, Turkey
Key executive(s): MAA founder Melike Altinisik
Investors/Owners: Seoul Metropolitan Government
Distribution platform: robot-built structure
Launched: 2022
URL: https://www.melikealtinisik.com/2-index/257-maa-wins-competition-for-robot-museum-in-
seoul-south-korea/

Product: Pamono, marketplace for design-centric products, objects and accessories
Need to know because the Germany-originated start-up beloved by the investment arm of several 
European media groups has just collected €7.5m (US$8.4m) from Bonnier Ventures, part of the 
Swedish media giant Bonnier AB. The new money will be used to raise the Pamono brand’s profile 
internationally. Pamono operates a marketplace for buying and selling slickly designed vintage and 
contemporary products, including furniture and lighting. The sellers include international designers, 
furniture makers, retailers and art galleries. The website is localized in several countries, including 
Austria, Switzerland, the UK, Germany, Spain and France. There is also an EU edition.  
Creative function: e-commerce; design retail
Creative target: makers of contemporary and vintage furniture, lighting, accessories; galleries 
Company: Pamono GmbH., based in Berlin, Germany
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Oliver Weyergraf; Managing Director/Co-Founder Letizia Luperini
Investors/Owners: include Bonnier Ventures; DN Capital; HV Holtzbrinck Ventures; Atlantic Labs 
Distribution platform: online store
Launched: 2013
URL: https://www.pamono.com/

ARCHITECTURE/DESIGN
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Product: Piano, content-monetization platform for publishers 
Need to know because it has raised US$22m in a Series B round of funding, led by Updata 
Partners, the US growth-equity investment firm, to boost a business aimed at helping ad-funded 
digital publishers generate more money from extra revenue streams. The key selling point is that 
publishers have normally had to appoint a third party to add and operate a subscription element, or 
handle marketing campaigns designed to pull in more readers. Piano empowers digital publishers to 
drag-and-drop the required function. For example, its Composer tool allows users to personalize the 
marketing messages to individual readers/subscribers. The technology is also designed to discourage 
adblocking. The new funds will be used for business growth and future acquisitions. It has offices in 
New York, Philadelphia, London, Rio de Janeiro, Bratislava, plus Russian cities Kazan and Izhevsk.
Creative function: digital and online publishing
Creative target: media owners; publishers; digital marketers
Company: Piano Software, based in New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): Piano CEO Trevor Kaufman
Investors/Owners: include Updata Partners
Distribution platform: Internet; suite of proprietary business tools 
Launched: 2010
URL: https://piano.io/

Product: Southerly, content agency
Need to know because the venture, which is one of a growing number of digital-marketing 
agencies that center campaigns on the written word, has been bought by Spoon, the Scandinavian 
communications agency, for an undisclosed sum. The move fulfills Spoon’s ambitions to enter the 
UK market, and Southerly has been rebranded as Spoon, which is part of Bonnier Ventures, the 
investment division of the Sweden-headquartered media conglomerate Bonnier. 
Creative function: content marketing; digital publishing
Creative target: digital marketers; digital publishers; writers
Company: Spoon Publishing AB, headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden
Key executive(s): Spoon CEO Anders Ribba; Southerly co-founders Karen Brennan and Shelley Hoppe 
Investors/Owners: Spoon Publishing
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile distribution; digital platforms
Launched: 2009
URL: https://spoonagency.com/; https://www.hellosoutherly.com/

BOOKS/PRINT MEDIA

https://spoonagency.com/
https://www.hellosoutherly.com/
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Product: Wattpad, digital publishing portal 
Need to know because Wattpad, which has become to avid readers, other bibliophiles, aspiring 
authors and publishers what YouTube is to film and TV producers and viewers today, is expanding 
into India. It has formed a strategic partnership with Times Bridge, the investment arm of India 
media conglomerate The Times Group. Already reaching more than 70 million registered users who 
spend 22 billion-plus minutes monthly reading or working on original stories, Wattpad’s move into 
India makes sense. The Asian country is forecast to become the world’s fifth biggest economy. This 
has seen tech giant Amazon invest heavily in the country’s online books-retail and book-publishing 
sectors. Wattpad plans to tap into India’s massive TV, film and digital-video sectors via Wattpad 
Studios, which was launched to adapt its stories into potential books, movies, TV shows and digital works.
Creative function: online book publishing; books adaptation 
Creative target: authors; publishers; film, TV and video producers
Company: Wattpad, based in Toronto, Canada
Key executive(s): Wattpad CEO/Co-Founder Allen Lau; Times Bridge CEO Rishi Jaitly
Investors/Owners: For Wattpad, includes Tencent Holdings; The Raine Group; Kickstart Ventures
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS, Android, Microsoft Windows mobile apps 
Launched: 2006
URL: https://www.wattpad.com/

Product: Donde Search, visual-search engine
Need to know because the company has locked down US$6.5m in a new funding round led 
by Matrix Partners. Described as the “visual Google” or the “visual Shazam,” the tech enables 
customers of online fashion stores to search and find products internationally, based on color groups. 
Other participating investors include senior executives at the subsidiaries of international tech 
conglomerates like US-based Intel and Google, and China’s Alibaba Group.
Creative function: e-commerce; search-and-discovery; digital fashion marketing
Creative target: fashion retailers
Company: Donde Search, based in New York City, New York, US; Tel Aviv, Israel
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Liat Zakay; Head of Algorithms Roni Gurvich
Investors/Owners: include Matrix Partners; AliExpress; BlackRock; Google; Intel’s Mobileye; 
Wanda Group; Waze
Distribution platform: SaaS (software as a service)
Launched: 2014
URL: https://www.dondesearch.com/

FASHION/LUXURY

FASHION/LUXURY
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Product: Fuse Universal, a social-learning technology specialist
Need to know because the company has formed a strategic partnership with Avon, the 130-year-
old international legacy cosmetics brand owner, which is reinventing itself for Millennials. It sees 
itself as a contemporary brand centered on fast beauty (when cosmetics brands are developed, created 
and launched in record time to meet the immediate-access demands of today’s digital natives). The 
agreement will help Avon’s myriad sales representatives use Fuse Universal’s digital-age training 
techniques and social-learning tools to market and sell the brand’s products. 
Creative function: tech training; social learning; cosmetics sales; fashion marketing
Creative target: cosmetics brands; beauty brands
Company: Fuse Universal, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): CEO/Chief Storyteller Steve Dineen
Investors/Owners: include Eight Road Ventures; Education Growth Partners 
Distribution platform: Internet; dashboard
Launched: 2008
URL: https://fuse.fuseuniversal.com/users/sign_in

Product: Fossil, smartwatch and lifestyle tech venture
Need to know because the company, already famous for its traditional wristwatches, has sold the 
tech and intellectual property for its smartwatches to Google owner Alphabet Inc. for US$40m. The 
two organizations already had a connection as Fossil was using Google’s wearable-tech operating 
system Wear OS in some of its smartwatches. Google is expected to use the acquisition to expand 
its foray into smartwatches, adding another product line to its arsenal of connected devices. With 
Wear OS, smartwatches can be voice-activated, be used as a calendar, be linked to Android and iOS 
smartphones to see texts, emails and voice-calls, operate as a health app, and access streamed or 
downloaded music.
Creative function: wearable accessories; lifestyle tech
Creative target: designers of watches and other wearable accessories
Company: Fossil Group, based in Richardson, Texas, US
Key executive(s): Fossil’s Chief Strategy and Digital Officer Greg McKelvey; Stacey Burr, Vice 
President of Product Management at Google subsidiary Wear OS 
Investors/Owners: NASDAQ-listed 
Distribution platform: Wear OS operating system; Internet
Launched: 1984
URL: https://www.fossil.com; https://wearos.google.com/#hands-free-help

https://fuse.fuseuniversal.com/users/sign_in
https://www.fossil.com
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Product: Goat, online marketplace for sneakers
Need to know because the shoes platform popular among Millennials has just picked up US$100m 
from Foot Locker, the US shoe-store giant, which wants a strategic stake in the pioneering online 
retailer in return. This new symbiotic relationship will see Foot Locker, famous for the extensive 
displays of sneakers and other sports footwear at physical stores in 3,220 outlets in 27 territories, 
offer Goat an alternative sales channel. Foot Locker also hopes to benefit from the tech expertise that 
has made Goat one of the world’s biggest e-commerce ventures. So far, Goat has raised more than 
US$197m in investments.
Creative function: footwear retail; footwear sales; e-commerce
Creative target: footwear designers; sportswear designers; sneakers afficionados
Company: Goat Group, based in Culver City, California, US
Key executive(s): Goat Group’s CEO/Co-Founder Eddy Lu; Goat Group’s Chief Product Officer/Co-
Founder Daishin Sugano
Investors/Owners: include Foot Locker Inc; Upfront Ventures, Index Ventures
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS and Android mobile app
Launched: 2015
URL: https://www.goatgroup.com/

Product: Matalan, UK-based omnichannel fashion retailer
Need to know because the multi-channel retail chain has chosen to adopt radio-frequency 
identification (RFID) to record a more accurate inventory of its products and offer customers a more 
efficient service that integrates online and physical sales. The group operates 230 brick-and-mortar 
outlets nationally, 30 international franchises in Europe and the Middle East, plus an online platform.
Creative function: e-commerce; physical retail; omnichannel sales
Creative target: fashion designers; designer-labels
Company: Matalan, headquartered in Liverpool, UK
Key executive(s): CEO Jason Hargreaves
Investors/Owners: Entrepreneur John Hargreaves and family
Distribution platform: brick-and-mortar; online
Launched: 1985
URL: https://www.matalan.co.uk/
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Product: Rebag, online luxury-handbags resale retailer
Need to know because the site for selling, buying or exchanging high-end handbags has snapped 
up US$25m in late-stage funding from Thor Bjorgolfsson’s alternative-investment fund Novator and 
existing investors US-based FJ Labs and General Catalyst. The money will be used to fulfill Rebag’s 
goal to be an omnichannel retailer with significant assets in brick-and-mortar stores too. The company 
operates five physical stores in New York and Los Angeles. The next move is to open an estimated 30 
more in the US and overseas. 
Creative function: fashion e-commerce; accessories retail
Creative target: handbag brands; handbag designers
Company: Rebag, based in New York City, New York, US 
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Charles Gorra
Investors/Owners: include Novator, FJ Labs; General Catalyst
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS and Android mobile apps; physical store
Launched: 2014
URL: https://www.rebag.com/

Product: Zilingo, southeast Asian online fashion-and-lifestyle store
Need to know because the start-up is collecting a cool US$226m in a Series D round of funding. 
The new investors were led by Singaporean state-owned fund Temasek Holdings and Singapore-
based global fund EDBI. They are joined by existing funders like Belgium’s Sofina, Burda Principal 
Investments (part of Germany’s Hubert Burda Media Holding) and Sequoia Capital. The new cash 
injection brings total investment to US$308m. The money will help fulfill ambitions to expand from 
Southeast Asia into the broader Asia-Pacific territories like Australia.
Creative function: e-commerce; online marketplace; fashion retail; lifestyle hub
Creative target: fashion brands; fashion sales
Company: Zilingo, based in Singapore
Key executive(s): Zilingo CEO/Co-Founder Ankiti Bose; CTO/Co-Founder Dhruv Kapoor
Investors/Owners: include Temasek Holdings; EDBI; Sofina; Burda Principal Investments
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS and Android mobile apps
Launched: 2015
URL: https://zilingo.com/en-sg/
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Product: Loop Media, streaming platform for short-form videos
Need to know because despite launching commercially as recently as February 2019, Loop has 
already embarked on its first acquisition, ScreenPlay, a 30-year-old firm that distributes videos to out-
of-home entertainment venues like restaurants and cruise ships. Loop will use its streaming platform 
and proprietary mobile apps to deliver ScreenPlay’s archive of more than 200,000 music videos plus 
trailers for films, TV and video games to the same clientele. 
Creative function: video production and distribution; video entertainment
Creative target: video producers
Company: Loop Media, Inc., based in Burbank, California, US
Key executive(s): Loop Media CEO/Co-Founder Jon Niermann; Chief Content Officer Mark 
Vrieling (former ScreenPlay founder)
Investors/Owners: Loop Media, Inc.
Distribution platform: Internet; streaming tech; mobile apps
Launched: 2019
URL: https://loop.tv/

Product: Imagen, video-management service provider
Need to know because the start-up, which specializes in managing and monetizing the videos of 
major sport-events organizations, has pinned down £6.5m (US$8.4m) in a Series B round of funding. 
Clients include the Women’s Tennis Association and Formula 1 motor-racing. The new investors 
include Downing Ventures and Guinness Asset Management, plus a contribution from existing backer 
Cambridge Innovation Capital. 
Creative function: content management; video storage, archive, distribution
Creative target: video-content owners; sports-video producers; TV broadcasters; news organizations
Company: Imagen, based in London and Cambridge, UK
Key executive(s): CEO Charlie Horrell; CTO Tim Jobling
Investors/Owners: Downing Ventures; Guinness Asset Management; Cambridge Innovation Capital
Distribution platform: Internet; proprietary distribution network; analytics dashboard
Launched: 1996
URL: https://imagenevp.com/

FILM/VIDEO
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Product: Showbox.com, digital video-editing platform
Need to know because the Israel-based venture has been snapped up by Powtoon, the UK-based 
service provider that helps digital marketers create videos, for an undisclosed sum. But Showbox.
com had raised US$12.4m just before the purchase. Powtoon will offer its customers Showbox.com’s 
sophisticated video-editing tools, which add that professional sheen to even amateur productions. This 
includes the green-screen tech that enables Hollywood filmmakers to place human actors in any kind 
of video-effects universe. The acquisition is also considered a good call as Showbox.com owns six 
video-tech patents. 
Creative function: video editing; video special effects
Creative target: digital content producers; digital marketers 
Company: Showbox.com, based in Tel Aviv, Israel 
Key executive(s): Powtoon CEO/Founder Ilya Spitalnik 
Investors/Owners: Powtoon
Distribution platform: Cloud computing; proprietary platform
Launched: 2013
URL: https://www.showbox.com/

Product: Overtime, next-gen sports-video network
Need to know because the venture, which is devoted to offering young Millennials and the Gen Z 
audience mobile-friendly sports-video content, has raised US$23m in a Series B round of financing. 
The new cash injection, which will enable the company to start producing more long-form mobile-
first content, boosted Overtime’s valuation to about US$100m. Fans watch an estimated 145 million 
minutes of Overtime shows every month. The investment was led by Bijan Sabet, General Partner 
and Co-Founder at Spark Capital, the venture-capital outfit famous for being one of Twitter’s first 
investors. Other investors include Andreessen Horowitz, MSG Networks as well as Carmelo Anthony 
and Victor Oladipo, both NBA professional basketball players.
Creative function: mobile videos; sports videos; short and long-form videos
Creative target: sports-content producers; sports fans
Company: Overtime, based in Brooklyn, New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): CEO Dan Porter; President Zack Weiner
Investors/Owners: include Bijan Sabet at Spark Capital; Andreessen Horowitz; Greycroft; Sapphire 
Ventures; Carmelo Anthony; former NBA Commissioner David Stern
Distribution platform: multi-channel network; mobile apps; social media
Launched: 2016
URL: https://overtime.tv/
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Product: VidCon, conference-event dedicated to YouTubers, YouTube and other online videos
Need to know because the event, which focuses mainly on all-things YouTube in terms of media 
and entertainment, has been bought by MTV’s owner, the media titan Viacom. MTV will go down in 
history as the first-ever youth-oriented TV network (in the 1980s). Owning VidCon, with the tens of 
thousands of young video creators, vloggers, YouTubers and influencer marketers attending annually, 
will cast Viacom back into the fold of today’s young viewers. The company will combine VidCon 
to two recent acquisitions: influencer-marketing agency WhoSay and Awesomeness, one of the most 
successful creators of youth-focused short-form video shows. VidCon will be able to capitalize on 
Viacom’s massive global reach.
Creative function: short-form video production and distribution; digital-video marketing
Creative target: youth-centric video entertainers, producers, distributors; digital marketers
Company: VidCon, based in Missoula, Montana, US
Key executive(s): VidCon CEO Jim Louderback 
Investors/Owners: Viacom Inc.
Distribution platform: live-event venue
Launched: 2010
URL: http://vidcon.com/

Product: Caffeine, social-broadcasting platform for gaming and digital entertainment
Need to know because we are beginning to see the benefits of the US$100m backing by media 
behemoth 21st Century Fox in September 2018. Caffeine has snapped up the streaming rights for 
covering all the qualifying esports competitions based on the EA Sports FIFA 19 Global Series 
soccer-themed video games. Winners take part in the FIFA eWorld Cup tournament’s Grand Final 
in August 2019. Acquiring the streaming rights came just as Fox Sports, the US TV network that 
belongs to Rupert Murdoch’s Fox Broadcasting, also won the broadcast rights to the FIFA 19 esports 
events. Fox Sports and Caffeine co-own Caffeine Studios, which was formed to create original content. 
Creative function: streaming esports; broadcasting esports competitions; competitive gaming
Creative target: games developers and publishers; esports organizations, teams and players
Company: Caffeine, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Ben Keighran
Investors/Owners: include 21st Century Fox; Fox Broadcasting; Andreessen Horowitz 
Distribution platform: Internet; streaming platform; iOS and Android mobile apps
Launched: 2016
URL: https://www.caffeine.tv/

GAMES
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Product: Overwolf, games-development apps store
Need to know because the start-up, which specializes in offering PC games-related apps made 
by third-party developers, has clinched US$16m in a Series B round of venture-capital funding. 
The investment is led by Intel Capital, the computer-chip giant subsidiary that had already formed 
a strategic partnership with Overwolf. Other investors include Liberty Technology Venture Capital, 
a division of media conglomerate and F1 motor-racing owner Liberty Media Corp. Overwolf is a 
platform where devoted mobile and desktop-computer gamers go to access paid-for and free apps 
designed to help them enhance their enjoyment and experience. These could be apps that analyze 
their performances, offer coaching to improve their skills, or video-record competitive gaming among 
friends. The new cash will be used to invest in developers offering similar innovative apps. 
Creative function: games-apps development and marketing
Creative target: gaming apps developers; gamers; esports professionals 
Company: Overwolf, based in Tel Aviv, Israel
Key executive(s): Overwolf CEO/Co-Founder Uri Marchand; Intel General Manager of VR, Esports 
and Gaming John Bonini
Investors/Owners: include Intel Capital; Liberty Technology Venture Capital
Distribution platform: open platform; Internet
Launched: 2010
URL: https://www.overwolf.com/

Product: Players’ Lounge, online competitive-gaming platform
Need to know because the start-up hit the headlines when it emerged that Drake, arguably today’s 
most financially successful rapper, is among the investors injecting US$3m into a seed-funding round. 
The other backers include US media giant Comcast Corp., investment vehicles Macro Ventures, 
Canaan Partners, RRE Ventures and CourtsideVC, plus top industry executives like Strauss Zelnick, 
CEO of games developer/publisher Take-Two Interactive, and Marissa Mayer, Yahoo’s former CEO. 
Because gamers can earn millions in cash prizes on Players’ Lounge, some regulators say it breaks 
betting laws and so it is banned in the US states of Arizona, Iowa and Louisiana.
Creative function: online gaming; competitive gaming; esports betting
Creative target: gamers; games developers
Company: Players’ Lounge, based in New York City, New York, UK
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Austin Woolridge; CTO/Co-Founder Dan Delaney
Investors/Owners: include Drake; Comcast Corp.; Macro Ventures; Canaan Partners; RRE 
Ventures; CourtsideVC; Marissa Mayer; Strauss Zelnick
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2014
URL: https://playerslounge.co/
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Product: Project xCloud, Microsoft’s planned streaming-games platform
Need to know because the PC-making tech titan and owner of the Xbox video-games brand wants 
to enter the streaming-games business in the same way that tech rival Google (see Stadia, below) 
and Amazon plan to. Microsoft hopes that by the time Project xCloud becomes a commercial reality, 
it will be using the company’s vast global network of data centers to allow gamers to play high-
resolution top-tier games with the same ease that Netflix subscribers worldwide access movies and 
TV shows. Microsoft, Google and Amazon have the tech power to distribute content of any kind to 
any connected device, so why should gamers need to own expensive hardware, like games consoles, 
to play the best games? That questions the long-term fate of the Xbox console, one of Microsoft’s 
most profitable consumer brands. Project xCloud will be contending with Amazon, which has a head 
start by owning Twitch, the biggest streaming-esports platform. 
Creative function: video-gaming; video-games distribution; cloud gaming
Creative target: games developers; games publishers; gamers
Company: Microsoft Corp., based in Redmond, Washington, US
Key executive(s): Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella; Executive Vice President of Gaming Phil Spencer 
Investors/Owners: Microsoft Corp.
Distribution platform: cloud computer; connected digital devices
Launched: Unknown
URL: https://news.xbox.com/en-us/2019/03/12/project-xcloud-choice-for-how-and-when-you-play/

Product: ReadyUp, social network for gamers and esports fans
Need to know because the start-up has hooked up with the US’ National Basketball Players 
Association (NBPA) to produce an esports smart calendar. This is a digital guide that informs 
users of where to find esports events, tournaments and live-streaming entertainment. ReadyUp will 
additionally work with the NBPA to inform fans of events and media shows involving the US’s 
NBA professional basketball players. The partnership involves THINK450, the NBPA’s commercial 
division, which coordinates such marketing agreements to help professional basketball players, teams 
and leagues to interact directly with today’s digitally oriented young fans.
Creative function: social gaming; esports marketing
Creative target: gaming, esports and sports enthusiasts; gaming, esports and sports organizations
Company: ReadyUp, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): ReadyUp CEO/Co-Founder Roderick Alemania; NBPA Executive Director 
Michele Roberts; THINK450 President Payne Brown
Investors/Owners: include JDS Sports
Distribution platform: Internet; social media
Launched: 2017
URL: https://join.readyup.com/
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Product: Shadow Ghost, cloud-gaming device
Need to know because it is a tiny set-top box that has been launched by French start-up Blade to 
give gamers direct access to Shadow, a cloud-computing service specifically designed for players. 
Currently, you can access the online games stored on Shadow via dedicated apps that you download 
on to your Windows, Mac and Linux desktop computers, or your Apple and Android smartphones. 
The new device means once you plug Shadow Ghost into the computer or TV set, no downloaded app 
is required.
Creative function: cloud gaming
Creative target: gamers; games developers; games publishers
Company: Blade, based in Paris, France; and Mountain View, California, US
Key executive(s): Blade Co-Founders Emmanuel Freund and Asher Kagan
Investors/Owners: include Charter Communications
Distribution platform: cloud computing
Launched: 2019
URL: https://shadow.tech/gben/discover/shadow-ghost

Product: Snap Games, mobile-games platform
Need to know because Project Cognac, the long-rumored new games venture from the owners of 
ephemeral social-messaging mobile app Snapchat, is finally here. It is now called Snap Games and 
it enables Snappers (as Snapchat users are called) to play games with each other within the app. The 
launch kickstarted with six games made exclusively for the platform by in-house and third-party 
developers. The outside developers include Zynga, Game Closure and ZeptoLab.
Creative function: mobile-gaming; games development
Creative target: gamers; games developers 
Company: Snap Inc., based in Santa Monica, California, US
Key executive(s): Snap’s Director of Product Will Wu
Investors/Owners: Snap Inc. 
Distribution platform: mobile apps
Launched: 2019
URL: https://www.snap.com/en-GB/news/post/snap-partner-summit-introducing-snap-games/
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Product: Stadia, Google’s new game-streaming service
Need to know because its launch in March 2019 astounded the US$140bn international gaming 
sector, which had assumed Google would be launching a hardware product, like a console. Instead, 
Stadia is described as “Netflix-like,” in that users can play multiplayer games for as long as they 
like the moment they start using the Wi-Fi-powered handheld controller on a digital device that is 
Wi-Fi connected and runs Google’s Chrome browser. It can also be played on TV sets with Google’s 
Chromecast digital media player. It is inviting developers to create games for the service. Don’t 
forget Google owns YouTube Gaming, a popular streaming-esports platform. It also owns the original 
YouTube, which reported 50 billion hours of watched gaming content in the year ending August 2018.
Creative function: video-gaming; games development; esports streaming
Creative target: gamers; game developers
Company: Google LLC, based in Menlo Park, California, US
Key executive(s): Google Vice President/General Manager Phil Harrison
Investors/Owners: Google LLC
Distribution platform: cloud computing; connected devices
Launched: 2019
URL: https://stadia.dev/

Product: DICE, personalized ticketing and events-discovery platform
Need to know because the UK-originated start-up, which works directly with music acts and 
concert venues to offer an anti-scalping ticketing service, is expanding into the tough US market only 
three years after its launch. The US expansion is kicking off in New York and Los Angeles. DICE 
has worked with major music acts like British superstar Adele to sell primary concert tickets to fans. 
And to prevent scalpers from buying tickets en masse and reselling them at extortionate prices, DICE 
makes sure each ticket’s price is transparent and is locked into the buyer’s smartphone.  
Creative function: ticketing retail; primary-ticket sales; anti-scalping
Creative target: venue owners; venue operators; ticket retailers
Company: DICE, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): DICE CEO/Founder Phil Hutcheon
Investors/Owners: include CASSIUS Family 
Distribution platform: iOS and Android mobile apps
Launched: 2014
URL: https://dice.fm/

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
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Product: Festicket, music-festivals booking platform
Need to know because the start-up, which operates a marketplace where music-festival fans can 
book the event, the accommodation and the transport as a package, has a new fan in the form of UK 
investment house Edge Investments. It has injected £3.5m (US$4.55m) into the company. Festicket 
has also raised more than US$4m in a crowdfunding campaign launched in April 2019. Increasingly, 
the global music-festival industry is being positioned as an experience, as opposed to just any gig 
attendance, for fans. Festicket handles the booking and curates all requirements, from standard to VIP 
packages, for music festivals in almost 40 countries so far. The new investment will pay for expansion 
within the US and Asia.
Creative function: music festivals; out-of-home entertainment; live entertainment
Creative target: music festivals; concert promoters; hotels
Company: Festicket, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Zack Sabban; CPO/Co-Founder Jonathan Younes
Investors/Owners: include Edge Investments; Beringea; In-Motion Ventures 
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2013
URL: https://www.festicket.com/

Product: Maoyan, Chinese movie-ticketing app
Need to know because the owner of this loss-making venture, Maoyan Entertainment, recently 
listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKSE), to raise up to US$1bn in February 2019. But 
it amassed only US$250m. With a 60% share of the online movie-ticketing business in China, the 
world’s second biggest movie market after the US, and an estimated 130 million monthly active 
users, the IPO (initial public offering) was expected to be a hit. The lackluster listing is attributed to 
over-cautious investors in Hong Kong. This gives Maoyan a valuation of about U$2bn, compared to 
the US$3bn cited in 2017 when it attracted Tencent Holdings, the Chinese tech-and-entertainment 
multinational, as an investor. Also, Maoyan and its rival Taopiaopiao are in a business where the tech-
development and marketing costs alone eat up profit margins. 
Creative function: cinema ticketing; live-entertainment ticketing
Creative target: cinema theaters; cinema goers
Company: Maoyan Entertainment, based in Beijing, China
Key executive(s): Chairman/CEO Xing Wang
Investors/Owners: Tencent Holdings; Enlight Media; Meituan-Dianping 
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps
Launched: 2012
URL: https://maoyan.com/
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Product: TodayTix, theater ticketing platform
Need to know because the tech and live-entertainment production start-up has clinched US$73m 
in a new round of funding from Great Hill Partners, the US-based private equity firm. The cash will 
be used to develop recommendation and personalization technology that helps users find the shows 
they want to watch more easily, to develop new marketing campaigns and to learn to understand 
audience-purchasing patterns among Gen Z consumers. TodayTix, which is already doing business in 
15 territories, unveiled its theater-production unit called TodayTix Presents, last year. The venture is 
the brainchild of Brian Fenty and Merritt Baer, whose resumé includes producing plays on Broadway.
Creative function: ticketing retail; primary-ticket sales; theater entertainment
Creative target: venue owners; venue operators; theater producers
Company: TodayTix, based in New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Brian Fenty; Producer/Co-Founder Merritt Baer
Investors/Owners: include Great Hill Partners
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS and Android mobile apps
Launched: 2013
URL: https://www.todaytix.com/

Product: Rakuten Payment, online payment eco-system
Need to know because Japanese e-commerce behemoth Rakuten is turning two domestic sports 
stadiums into cashless operations. The 30,508-capacity Rakuten Seimei Park Miyagi is also the home 
for the Tohoku Rakuten Golden Eagles, the Japanese professional baseball team that the company 
owns. And the tenant at Noevir Stadium Kobe (also known as the Kobe City Misaki Park Stadium) 
is Vissel Kobe, a top-flight Japanese soccer club. Fans buying tickets, merchandise, and gifts at the 
venues will pay for them through the Rakuten Payment system, which is via credit card, smartphones 
and Rakuten Edy, a pre-paid top-up digital wallet. The move is part of Rakuten’s mission to contribute 
to the creation of a cashless society. The venue-news came just before the launch of Rakuten 
Payment, a new division that includes Rakuten Edy and the company’s foray into cryptocurrency 
(encrypted digital money).
Creative function: digital payments; cashless ticketing; smart-payment systems
Creative target: live-events operators
Company: Rakuten, Inc., based in Tokyo, Japan
Key executive(s): Executive Officer, Head of Smart Pay Business Shigenobu Kobayashi
Investors/Owners: Rakuten, Inc.
Distribution platform: Internet; cryptocurrency 
Launched: 2019
URL: https://rakuten.today/blog/japans-favorite-mobile-payment-app.html
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Product: AVL Digital Group, music monetization and distribution platform
Need to know because this music operation famous for owning CD Baby, the indie-music label 
and distributor as well as one of the few physical CD distributors in existence, has been snapped up 
by New York-based Downtown Music Holdings for a reported US$200m. CD Baby has become a 
major music brand because of its success in aggregating independent and unsigned artists’ music to 
monetize and distribute via streaming services like Apple Music, Spotify, and Amazon Music. In total, 
AVL handles more than 10 million songs belonging to 900,000-plus artists and other rights owners. 
Downtown plans to use the acquisition to offer the roster of acts signed to its music-publishing 
division a more holistic service – from releasing a recording, its physical and digital distribution, its 
marketing to all forms of monetization. Downtown also owns a recording studio and Songtrust, a 
digital music-management tech firm.
Creative function: music distribution, marketing, monetization
Creative target: artists; independent labels; independent publishers
Company: AVL Digital Group, based in Portland, Oregon, US
Key executive(s): AVL CEO Tracy Maddux; Downtown CEO/Founder Justin Kalifowitz
Investors/Owners: Downtown Music Holdings 
Distribution platform: physical media; Internet
Launched: 1946
URL: https://www.avldigital.com/

Product: Dipsea, erotic audio-content platform
Need to know because this mobile-first app-delivered service has raised US$5.5m to expand. 
Bedrock Capital and Thrive Capital led the seed-investment round. The subscription-funded service, 
which should not be mistaken for online pornography, is being positioned as an erotica entertainment 
service founded by women, made by women for women. 
Creative function: audio entertainment; podcast; spoken-word entertainment
Creative target: erotica content creators
Company: Dipsea, based in San Francisco, California, US 
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Gina Gutierrez
Investors/Owners: include Bedrock Capital; Thrive Capital 
Distribution platform: iOS mobile app
Launched: 2018
URL: https://www.dipseastories.com/

MUSIC/AUDIO
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Product: Himalaya Media, start-up podcasting platform operator 
Need to know because it collected US$100m in funding in February 2019, confirming that the 
competition to lead the fast-growing podcast space is heating up. The investment round was led 
by Ximalaya, a China-based audio-media company, plus General Atlantic and SIG (Susquehanna 
International Group). The company will use the new money to invest in more exclusive original 
podcast content. One of Himalaya’s attributes is the ability of fans and listeners to support their 
favorite podcasts directly with micro-payments, a feature more associated with video-gaming 
platforms like Twitch. Ultimately, it is up to each podcaster to decide whether monetization should be 
by advertising, subscription or micro-payments.
Creative function: audio media; podcast production, distribution, marketing
Creative target: podcast creators
Company: Himalaya Media, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO Yu Wang; Vice President of Global Partnerships and Marketing Peter Vincer
Investors/Owners: include Ximalaya; SIG; General Atlantic
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS and Android mobile apps
Launched: 2015
URL: https://www.himalaya.com/gb

Product: I AM POP, direct messaging-based social-media platform
Need to know because this start-up, which has locked in €2m (US$2.2m) in new investment, 
claims that direct messaging will replace social media as the digital-marketing platform of the 
future. The money will be used to integrate its proprietary chatbots into third-party messaging apps. 
I AM POP was invented on the premise that 2 billion people share 100 billion direct messages (via 
private groups and chat rooms on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and more) daily as privacy 
becomes a major issue for individuals. Unlike News Feeds, direct messages are between only sender 
and receiver. Founded by former music-tech executive Tim Heineke and targeted at music marketers, 
I AM POP will enable artists to use the format to reach their fans directly and in a more personalized 
way. And, in the era of fake news, fans will find direct messaging more trustworthy than social-media 
communications. The investors’ identity remains unknown. 
Creative function: marketing; music marketing; messaging
Creative target: music acts; record labels; music publishers
Company: I AM POP, based in Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Key executive(s): Founder Tim Heineke; Head of Growth Max van den Ingh
Investors/Owners: N/A
Distribution platform: direct-messaging platforms; Internet
Launched: 2016 
URL: https://www.iampop.com/
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Product: LifeScore, AI-powered music-composition platform
Need to know because it has joined Abbey Road Red, the innovation department at the recording 
studio once famous for being the home to some legendary recordings by the Beatles. Abbey Road 
Red is an incubator set up to help start-ups grow to the next commercially viable level. LifeScore hit 
the headlines for being founded by Tom Gruber, the gentleman who co-founded Apple’s AI-powered 
virtual assistant Siri.
Creative function: generative music composition
Creative target: artists; creators
Company: LifeScore, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Philip Sheppard; Tom Gruber, Co-Founder, CTO and Vice 
President of Design; COO/Co-Founder Chris Walch
Investors/Owners: include Abbey Road Red
Distribution platform: Cellular composition algorithms
Launched: 2018
URL: https://www.lifescoremusic.com/home

Product: Luminary, premium subscription-funded podcast app
Need to know because the venture, which wants to be to the fast-growing podcast sector what 
Netflix is to the TV industry, grabbed US$100m from investors before its soft launch in April 2019 
and the full commercial introduction in June. It will include podcasts produced by celebrities like 
South African-born US TV host/comedian Trevor Noah to journalist/author Malcolm Gladwell and 
TV actress/producer Lena Dunham. However, Luminary claims its unique selling point would be 
the podcasts that are available exclusively on Luminary. It will be subscription-funded only, with no 
advertising.
Creative function: audio media; audio entertainment; podcast production and publishing
Creative target: podcast creators; radio producers
Company: Luminary Media, based in Chicago, Illinois, and New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Matthew Sacks; Head of Talent/Co-Founder Lauren Perkins; 
CTO/Co-Founder Phong Nguyen
Investors/Owners: include New Enterprise Associates 
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS and Android mobile apps 
Launched: 2019
URL: https://luminarypodcasts.com/
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Product: Platoon, analytics-influenced creative talent agency
Need to know because the start-up venture, which uses digital analytics to determine which 
creative artists to invest in, has been bought by iPhone maker Apple. The acquisition makes sense as 
Apple also owns the world’s second biggest streaming-music platform Apple Music, music-discovery 
app Shazam and high-end headphones Beats. Before the acquisition, Platoon was estimated to 
have a value of US$3.78m, when the minority shareholder was London-based venture-capital firm 
LocalGlobe. Although Platoon can use the tech for talent search in all kinds of creative sectors, it is 
currently music-focused. It has even been described as a tech version of A&R (artist & repertoire), the 
division that focuses on sourcing potential hit makers at record labels. Platoon also provides artists 
with the recording facilities, the distribution and marketing services.
Creative function: talent search
Creative target: artists 
Company: Platoon, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Denzyl Feigelson; General Manager/Co-Founder Ben Grabiner
Investors/Owners: Apple Inc.
Distribution platform: multi-platform
Launched: 2016
URL: https://platoon.ai/

Product: Q&A, music-and-tech service provider
Need to know because it has been co-founded in a new venture from the ever-ubiquitous 
entrepreneur Troy Carter (Lady Gaga’s former manager, former Global Head of Creative Services 
at Spotify; Entertainment Advisor to the estate of mega rock star Prince). The venture claims it will 
create artist-entrepreneurs by empowering “the next-generation of artists through technology, tools 
and services.” It is doing so by merging with Human Re-Sources, a firm that specializes in digital 
distribution and label services, to create an operation that also includes digital analytics. Additionally, 
Q&A has already clinched a significant partnership with Sony/ATV Music Publishing, the world’s 
biggest music publisher, which will manage the publishing rights of artists discovered by Q&A.
Creative function: talent discovery; artist development; music publishing
Creative target: artists; artist management
Company: Q&A, based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Chairman and Co-Founder Troy Carter; Co-Founders J. Erving, Suzy Ryoo, 
Tim Luckow; Sony/ATV Chairman/CEO Jon Platt
Investors/Owners: Q&A
Distribution platform: proprietary
Launched: 2019 
URL: https://www.sonyatv.com/en/news/2682/sony/atv-signs-global-deal-with-q&a
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Product: Raised In Space Enterprises, music-tech investment fund
Need to know because it plans to offer between US$500,000 and US$5m to start-ups setting up 
viable music-related tech services. It is the brainchild of two highly influential US music-industry 
entrepreneurs and executives: Zach Katz and Scooter Braun. The former used to be president of 
BMG, the multi-national recorded-music and publishing company, while the latter owns SB Projects, 
the artists-management firm with a roster that includes some heavy-hitting international acts like 
Kanye West, Ariana Grande and Justin Bieber. Braun owns entertainment-and-media firm Ithaca 
Holdings, which co-owns Raised in Space with Xpring, a subsidiary of blockchain-tech specialist Ripple. 
Creative function: music-tech investment
Creative target: music-tech inventors; tech start-ups
Company: Raised in Space Enterprises, based in Santa Monica, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Founder Zach Katz; President Shara Senderoff; Partner Scooter Braun
Investors/Owners: Ithaca Holdings; Ripple
Distribution platform: includes blockchain technology
Launched: 2019
URL: https://raisedinspace.com/

Product: Song ID, music-discovery feature
Need to know because this is the latest tech feature Amazon has added to its Echo smart speakers, 
which are famous for the voice-activated virtual assistant Alexa. Users have the option to ask Alexa to 
turn on or off the Song ID while listening to music on the Amazon Music streaming platform. When 
Song ID is on, Alexa will announce the song’s title and the artist’s name before it is played. Alexa 
effectively plays the role of the music-radio DJ. The feature is available for Amazon Music in only 
the US. 
Creative function: music discovery; music marketing
Creative target: artists; rights owners; record labels; music publishers
Company: Amazon Inc., based in Seattle, Washington, US
Key executive(s): Amazon Inc. CEO Jeff Bezos; Amazon Music’s Global Head of Originals and 
Artist Relations Dan McCarroll; Amazon Music’s Global Head of Programming and Content Strategy 
Alex Luke 
Investors/Owners: Amazon Inc.
Distribution platform: Internet; cloud computing; voice computing; smart speaker 
Launched: 2019 
URL: https://developer.amazon.com/alexa
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Product: SoundCloud, audio-sharing pioneer
Need to know because it launched SoundCloud Premier in February 2019 in Open Beta mode so 
that artists using SoundCloud’s Pro and Pro Unlimited platforms and meeting certain conditions can 
distribute their recordings simultaneously on rival services like Amazon Music, Spotify and Apple 
Music and keep all those royalties too. The conditions include owning or controlling the rights, 
and each track having had at least 1,000 plays in the previous month in certain countries, including 
the US, the UK, New Zealand and several European markets. Originally launched as a free service 
for unsigned acts seeking exposure, SoundCloud had been attacked for not compensating the very 
creators and rights owners it targeted. It has introduced SoundCloud Go+, a subscription-funded 
version, and some advertising to remunerate artists. Additionally, its Virtual DJ tool enables artists to 
remix tracks featured on the Go+ service.
Creative function: content remuneration; artist compensation; audio distribution and marketing
Creative target: artists; rights owners; DJs
Company: SoundCloud, based in Berlin, Germany
Key executive(s): CEO Kerry Trainor
Investors/Owners: include The Raine Group; Temasek Holdings
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS and Android mobile apps
Launched: 2007
URL: https://soundcloud.com/pro?ref=t148

Product: Spotify, global streaming-music platform
Need to know because the world’s largest streaming-music service in terms of subscription 
numbers is morphing into a significant investor in podcast services. In February 2019, it reportedly 
paid €200m (US$225m) for New York-based Gimlet Media, which operates a network of podcast 
platforms; and €140m (US$157m) for Anchor (also New York-based), a DIY production service that 
helps you to create, publish, distribute, market and monetize your own podcasts. Spotify says it plans 
to spend US$500m on more podcast acquisitions. The company, which entered the Indian market (the 
world’s second most populated country after China) in February, is rumored to be launching a voice-
activated in-car player this year. This would be its first move into hardware.
Creative function: multi-media services 
Creative target: content creators 
Company: Spotify, headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Daniel Ek; Head of Creative Development Liz Gateley
Investors/Owners: Spotify Technology S.A.
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS, Android, Microsoft mobile apps; games console
Launched: 2006
URL: https://www.spotify.com/
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Product: UnitedMasters, online music-distribution and marketing platform
Need to know because this high-profile start-up, founded by esteemed music-industry executive 
Steve Stoute, has unveiled a global partnership agreement with the NBA, the US’ professional 
basketball league. Aimed at independent artists, UnitedMasters will be making its artists’ music 
available for soundtracks on all NBA digital content, from its website to its apps. Additionally, that 
content will be available for players and teams to promote on their respective social-media accounts. 
The postings will include links that take viewers back to the original song to buy, listen to or watch 
on video. UnitedMasters hit the headlines last year when it collected US$70m in a Series A round 
from investors that included Google’s owner Alphabet Inc. For a fee, UnitedMasters pushes its artists’ 
music to as many legal digital platforms, including Spotify, SoundCloud and YouTube, as possible.
Creative function: video soundtracks; music marketing; music sync
Creative target: artists; composers; music publishers
Company: UnitedMasters, based in New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Founder Steve Stoute; NBA Senior Vice President of New Media Jeff Marsilio
Investors/Owners: include Alphabet Inc.; Andreessen Horowitz; Floodgate Fund; 21st Century Fox 
(now part of the Walt Disney Company).
Distribution platform: Internet; multi-platform; social media
Launched: 2017
URL: https://unitedmasters.com/

Product: WaitWhat, premium podcast-content producer
Need to know because it has nabbed US$4.3m in a Series A investment round fronted by Burda 
Principal Investments and Cue Ball Capital. Other investors include Liminal Ventures and Joi Ito, a 
director at MIT Media Lab. The money will be used to develop and produce more original podcast 
shows. 
Creative function: podcast production; audio content production and distribution
Creative target: audio-content creators
Company: WaitWhat, based in New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder June Cohen; Chief Business Officer/Co-Founder Deron Triff
Investors/Owners: include Burda Principal Investments; Cue Ball Capital
Distribution platform: Internet 
Launched: 2017
URL: https://www.waitwhat.com/
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Product: The Artory Registry, blockchain-based art archive
Need to know because the company that uses blockchain, the ledger-based technology that enables 
the viability of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, to track the origins and authenticity of artworks, has 
raised US$7.3m in a Series A round. The investors were 2020 Ventures, Hasso Plattner Capital and 
entrepreneur David Williams. Artory has since acquired Auction Club, a subscription-funded database 
of all the sales transactions at 4,000 international auction houses. Artory will combine Auction Club’s 
data with its own database and use blockchain to give each artwork a digital fingerprint that cannot be 
changed without the permission of everyone involved. This makes it easier to keep track of the art’s 
origins, confirms proof of ownership so that collectors can feel confident about what they are buying. 
Creative function: art sale; art collection
Creative target: art collectors; auction houses; art sellers
Company: Artory, based in New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Founder Nanne Dekking; COO Lindsay Moroney
Investors/Owners: 2020 Ventures/David Williams; Hasso Plattner Capital
Distribution platform: blockchain
Launched: 2016
URL: https://www.artory.com/

PHOTOGRAPHY/ART

Product: Edmond de Belamy, AI-created work of art
Need to know because it is going down in history as the first work of art created by Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) to have been sold by auction powerhouse Christie’s, which is more famous for 
selling Old Masters and classical paintings. Produced by France-based Obvious, a collective of artists, 
AI researchers and machine-learning specialists, the portrait fetched US$432,500, compared to the 
forecast price of US$10,000, in October 2018. The buyer remains anonymous. The collective fed data 
based on historical masterpieces into a machine-learning platform powered by the group’s Generative 
Adversarial Network (GAN) algorithm; it then produced the portrait. Obvious has allegedly admitted 
to using AI code created by another artist, which raises questions about who created the portrait.
Creative function: art; AI art
Creative target: artists; painters; art collectors; auction houses
Company: Obvious, based in Paris, France
Key executive(s): Founders Pierre Fautrel; Hugo Caselles-Dupré; Gauthier Vernier
Investors/Owners: Unknown
Distribution platform: proprietary Generative Adversarial Network
Launched: 2018 
URL: http://obvious-art.com/index.html
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Product: Reddit, social news-aggregation network
Need to know because it has nabbed US$300m in a new investment round led by Tencent 
Holdings, the Chinese Internet-media-and-entertainment conglomerate, and raised concerns among its 
followers as a result. Tencent, which contributed US$150m on its own, is already a major backer of 
international ventures (Spotify, Snap, League of Legends owner Riot Games) in the English-speaking 
world. Although the new funding gives Reddit an estimated US$3bn valuation, its purist followers 
fear the China link could hurt the platform’s storied independence. China is already famous or 
infamous for banning high-profile Western digital-media platforms like Twitch and Reddit itself.  
Creative function: social network; social media; social news; news aggregation
Creative target: news gatherers
Company: Reddit, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Steve Huffman; Executive Chairman/Co-Founder Alex Ohanian
Investors/Owners: include Advance Publications (majority shareholder); Tencent Holdings; 
Andreessen Horowitz; Sequoia Capital; Fidelity Investments 
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS and Android mobile apps
Launched: 2005
URL: https://www.redditinc.com/;  https://www.reddit.com/

Product: DFL for Equity, German soccer tech-funding initiative
Need to know because Deutsche Fussball Liga (DFL), the German Football League overseeing the 
country’s top two professional soccer leagues (Bundesliga and Bundesliga 2), has launched a fund 
to invest in tech start-ups reinventing the sports, sports-tech and sports-media sectors. Most of the 
investments will be in the form of cash funding and making its exclusive database and digital archives 
based on DFL soccer matches available for the start-up to develop relevant tech applications.  
Creative function: tech funding; tech finance; sports tech
Creative target: sports-tech developers
Company: DFL, headquartered in Frankfurt, Germany
Key executive(s): DFL CEO Christian Seifert
Investors/Owners: DFL 
Distribution platform: investment fund
Launched: 2018
URL: https://www.dfl.de/en/news/dfl-for-equity-dfl-deutsche-fussball-liga-builds-portfolio-of-equity-investments/
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Product: Formation, co-working space
Need to know because the soon-to-launch venture belongs to the Dallas Cowboys, the professional 
team belonging to the National Football League (NFL). The move comes at a time when co-working 
operations, like WeWork with its extraordinary US$47bn valuation, have become very popular to 
use among not only tech start-ups but also corporations that are increasingly using them as cost-
effective outposts. The Cowboys hopes Formation, which will be located on its Dallas-Fort Worth 
headquarters, will inspire users with the team’s winning and go-getting energy.
Creative function: flexible professional workspace; co-working facilities
Creative target: creative and tech start-ups
Company: Formation, based in Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex, Texas, US
Key executive(s): The Dallas Cowboys’ Executive Vice President Jerry Jones Jr.
Investors/Owners: owner Jerry Jones
Distribution platform: physical offices
Launched: 2019
URL: https://www.dallascowboys.com/news/formation-workspace-at-the-star-apply-now

Product: Drone Racing League (DRL), futuristic competitive-sports organization
Need to know because this emerging tech-powered next-generation sports activity is getting 
mainstream media attention. Drone racing sees unmanned flying vehicles piloted with radio control 
by individuals on the ground. The drones are kitted with cameras linked wirelessly to the pilot’s 
headset so that the wearer can see each competing aircraft’s route as a live stream as they race through 
physical video-games-inspired obstacle courses. The bespoke racing courses are located in various 
parts of the world, including the US and European countries. For the 2018 season, there were race 
events in seven locations. Now, what is still essentially a niche leisure activity for viewers is to be 
covered on national free-to-air broadcast TV in the US. NBC has picked up the rights to transmit the 
whole 2019 DRL Allianz World Championship from August. Twitter picked up the live-streaming 
rights.  
Creative function: unmanned aerial vehicle; video-piloting; professionalization of emerging sports; 
motor racing
Creative target: drone racers; sports broadcasters
Company: DRL, Inc, based in New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Founder Nicholas Horbaczewski
Investors/Owners: include World Wrestling Entertainment; Liberty Media; Hearst Ventures; Sky
Distribution platform: proprietary Racer-branded racing drones
Launched: 2015
URL: https://thedroneracingleague.com/
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Product: HEED, sports and entertainment social-tech platform
Need to know because the professional basketball’s EuroLeague Players Association, which 
launched in 2018, has agreed for its athletes to wear smart shirts containing sensors during live 
matches, and the data collected will be managed exclusively by HEED. The smart shirts, embedded 
with the sensors, comprise tight-fitting compression shirts that professionals sportspeople wear 
underneath their uniforms. HEED’s system uses the Internet of Things (IoT) tech and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) to measure and analyze athletes’ energy and movement in real time during live 
competitions. The results are used to create bespoke entertainment and content to engage with fans 
via their digital devices.
Creative function: sports analytics; entertainment analytics
Creative target: sports organizations; athletes; teams 
Company: HEED, based in Herzliya, Israel, and New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): HEED CEO Danna Rabin
Investors/Owners: include SoftBank Group Corp.
Distribution platform: Internet of Things; AI
Launched: 2018
URL: https://heedlive.com/

Product: I Like That, sports-themed e-commerce service
Need to know because Arsenal FC (Football Club), the London-based Premier League soccer club 
and one of Europe’s elite sports organizations, has provided seed funding to this start-up, which offers 
e-commerce tech to retailers and publications. The Arsenal FC connection, via its Arsenal Innovation 
Lab unit, means it is likely to attract sports operations at this early stage. The Innovation Lab was set 
up to collaborate with start-ups offering fan-engagement experiences.  
Creative function: e-commerce; sports retail
Creative target: sports stores; retailers; media publishers with in-built online stores
Company: I Like That, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): Founder Sam Mohammadi
Investors/Owners: include Arsenal Innovation Lab; L Marks
Distribution platform: Internet 
Launched: 2018
URL: https://iliketh.at/
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TELEVISION

Product: Disney+, subscription-only streaming-TV platform
Need to know because it looks as if the duel Netflix-Amazon dominance of the international 
streaming-TV sector might be confronting a third significant contender, courtesy of Disney+’s owner 
The Walt Disney Company. The platform is scheduled to launch in November 2019. It will be packed 
with some of the most popular Disney-owned or made movies and TV shows, including those from its 
blockbuster franchises (Star Wars, Marvel and Pixar), plus those made by Hollywood’s Walt Disney 
Studios. Several of these titles were previously licensed exclusively to Netflix. That agreement and 
others have ended. In addition to a pricing package said to be half of Netflix’s subscription fees, 
Disney is reportedly planning to spend US$1bn-US$2.5bn a year on exclusive Disney+ originals.  
Creative function: TV streaming; TV and movie production
Creative target: Disney-entertainment creators
Company: Disney+, based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): Disney+ Senior Vice President of Content Agnes Chu; Kevin Mayer, Chairman of 
Disney’s Direct-To-Consumer and International
Investors/Owners: The Walt Disney Company
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps
Launched: 2019
URL: https://preview.disneyplus.com

Product: Philo, skinny-bundle video-on-demand service
Need to know because it has landed a US$40m investment round, with cash from some of the 
US’ leading linear-TV network owners, including Discovery Communications Inc. and Viacom Inc. 
Philo’s “skinny-bundle” description stems from the fact that the number of TV channels on offer is 
smaller as it is targeting a generation of US viewers who have never subscribed to traditional cable-
and-satellite TV networks (cord nevers) or have terminated their subscriptions because they could not 
justify the monthly cost for channels they never watched (cord cutters).
Creative function: TV streaming
Creative target: TV producers; TV-content rights owners
Company: Philo, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO Andrew McCollum
Investors/Owners: include AMC Networks Inc.; Discovery Communications Inc.; Viacom Inc.; 
A+E Networks; Rho Ventures; Xfund; New Enterprise Associates; CBC New Media Group
Distribution platform: Internet; digital-media players like Apple TV, Roku, and Amazon Fire TV
Launched: 2009
URL: https://try.philo.com/
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Product: Pluto TV, on-demand and streaming-TV platform
Need to know because its long-term security was given a boost following its US$340m acquisition 
by Viacom Inc., owner of US and international cable-TV services MTV, Nickelodeon and BET, and 
one of the world’s biggest TV-content producers. However, like several global media owners (see 
Disney+ capsule), Viacom wants to operate its own streaming platform as rivals like Netflix and 
Amazon use technology to encroach on the TV-entertainment territory dominated for decades by 
linear-TV broadcasters and cable networks.
Creative function: TV production; TV entertainment; on-demand entertainment
Creative target: TV producers; video producers
Company: Pluto TV, based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): Pluto TV CEO/Co-Founder Tom Ryan; Viacom President/CEO Bob Bakish
Investors/Owners: Viacom Inc.
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps; digital-media players like Roku, Apple TV, Android 
TV, Amazon Fire TV, Chromecast; Sony PlayStation gaming console; smart TV
Launched: 2013 
URL: www.pluto.tv

Product: WarnerMedia Innovation Lab, new-content and tech-development incubator
Need to know because the new project will give its owner, US telecoms giant AT&T Inc., a 
division devoted to exploring the future of media-and-entertainment following its US$84.5bn 
purchase of WarnerMedia (formerly Time Warner). How telecommunications platforms deliver both 
the Internet and content directly to consumers is different from the approach of broadcasters, even 
when they are distributing shows online. The new Lab will capitalize on AT&T’s tech innovations 
centered on, among others, Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality, and how they 
will impact the creation, delivery and marketing of screen entertainment in the future. AT&T is one of 
the first US telecos rolling out ultra-high speed 5G networks (see News Analysis, page 9).
Creative function: content-tech innovation 
Creative target: tech developers; content creators
Company: WarnerMedia, based in New York City, New York, US
Key executive(s): Jesse Redniss, Head of WarnerMedia Innovation Lab and Executive Vice President 
of Data Strategy and Product Innovation at Turner; WarnerMedia CEO John Stankey 
Investors/Owners: AT&T Inc.
Distribution platform: digital lab; Internet of Things; Artificial Intelligence; Machine Learning; 
Virtual Reality; Mixed Reality
Launched: 2019
URL: https://origin-www.timewarner.com/blog/posts/20190122-introducing-the-warnermedia-
innovation-lab
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